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DÉCOR

African dream

A bush lodge is a refuge by nature; add an injection of north African exoticism and it
becomes an escape within an escape, a self-catering Saharan sanctuary in the African veld
WORDS: JULIA FREEMANTLE :: PHOTOS: JULIA FREEMANTLE AND SUPPLIED

A

n interior
designer and
travel expert
by trade, Lodge
23 owner Sue
Lederle is a clear case for
making what you love
doing your day job. She
has poured both these
passions into this beautiful,
luxury self-catering
lodge in the Elephant
Point private reserve,
an area known for its
concentration of big game.
A luxury estate is
being developed by the
Legacy Group on 290
hectares bordering the
Kruger National Park and
neighbouring Sabi Sands, on
the banks of the Sabie River.
Only 65 lodges are planned
for the estate, making the
opportunities for owning a
piece of it finite.
Lederle’s skill as
a designer and her
experience as a travel
agency owner show up on
a macro and micro level —
from the flow of the space
to the smallest décor detail.
Seeing the vision for the
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“Lederle also
drew on bush
motifs — the
arches and
pavilions
married with
thatch and
rietdak roofing
in a hybrid of
bush camp
and city riad”

properties like this cannot
be let independently and
can only be used by the
owners. So this was a rare
find — an investment that
also earns an income.

ENTERTAINMENT

property through required
site visits every two weeks,
and with architect Jack
Andrew, Lederle was on
hand to steer the process in
the right direction.
“I fell in love with the
Moroccan style on my
trips — there, the buildings
themselves are beautiful
and mysterious, with
generous volume and
interesting detailing,
and don’t need much
adornment to come alive.
That’s what I was aiming
to achieve here,” Lederle
says about the design of the
480m 2 space.

HYBRID
While modelling it on
Moroccan architecture, she
also drew on bush motifs
— the arches and pavilions
married with thatch and
rietdak roofing in a hybrid
of bush camp and city
riad. While the influence
is very apparent, it has
not been administered
without discretion. Instead,
Lederle has subtly woven
other influences through
— French antiques, floral
fabrics, velvet-upholstered
chaises, carved Indian
fourposters — to give it a
layered effect.
Colour is a key element
too, and vibrant reds,
oranges, pinks and teals
make a bright splash
against the taupe walls
and sunbleached bush
backdrop. “Colour is a big
thing in my life, and it’s
integral to the style.”
The effect is eclectic,
without a whiff of the usual
colour-by-numbers game
lodge look.
Another thing that
sets it apart, aside from
a complete lack of safari
clichés, is its capacity to
be run as a self-catering
lodge. Lederle and her late
husband John had looked
for years for the ideal
location in the bush — most
PRODUCED BY TIMES
MEDIA PROPERTY
PUBLISHING
Unit G4, Old Castle Brewery,
6 Beach Road, Woodstock, 7925
021 447 7130

The layout of the public
areas was designed with
entertaining as a focus and
the house is at its best filled
with people. Inside, the
huge kitchen/dining/living
area is totally open, and
upstairs a game-viewing
deck cum bar looks onto
the river.
The 395m 2 of outdoor
living space navigates
different levels and
purposes. A sofa-filled
pavilion centred on the
pool invites lounging,
an elevated roof deck
is perfect for stargazing
or sundowners, and the
outdoor dining deck pizza
oven and braai boma keep
dinner interesting from
night to night. But all focus
on the spectacular setting
and the idea of being social
in the bush.

SLEEPING
Four river-facing suites
branch off in pairs to each
side of the house. Each
has its own identity and
special features — one
with an outdoor bath, one
with an open-air shower,
all with beautiful fabrics,
black and white Moroccan
tiles, unique furniture and a
slipper bath.
You can leave your
door open courtesy
of a mosquito net
screen, or keep cool
in the aircon when the
temperature spikes.
Lederle has achieved a
fine line between guest
house and home. Its little
luxurious touches remind
you that you are on holiday,
while the warmth of the
interiors makes you feel
at ease. Everything has
been thought through,
from everyday necessities
such as Wi-Fi and a coffee
station complete with
Nespresso, to nice-to-haves
such as daily housekeeping,
flasks for game drives,
umbrellas by the door and
solar lanterns outside.
lodge23.co.za

“Colour is a big
thing in my life,
and it’s integral
to the style”

Sue Lederle, owner, Lodge 23
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Q&A with Sue Lederle
Lodge owner Sue Lederle
talks about how to earn an
income from your game
farm investment.

How easy was it to find
a private property to
buy in a game reserve?
It is really not easy at all
as there are not many
developments with rental
flexibility. I wanted a
property that could wash
its face when we were
not using it. Elephant
Point is among the few
that allow owners to rent
their homes, which really
makes a huge difference.

Advice for a potential
investor? It is really
quite difficult as there are
not many developments
quite like it, especially
being that you are in the
Kruger National Park and
border the Sabi Sands. I
found this after years of
searching and actually
just picked up on it via
the Sawubona Magazine
on a flight to Europe. One
has to just keep nosing
around to see what is
happening in the area.

Which upgrades made it
more rental-friendly?
Architectural designer Jack
Andrew and I designed the

lodge from scratch, always
with the luxury rental
market in mind and it has
paid off. Being that I am
an interior designer from
a hotel background, it was
easy to work out the basic
requirements. Because
we were first to build and
first to rent we set up our
own website and did a lot
of marketing to get the
property out there. It has
been enjoyed by all and we
really do enjoy the most
fabulous reviews.

The idea was to have
your private use, while
earning rental income
to offset the bond
payments. Has that
happened? From the first
month that we put it out
there for rental, it has paid
its way. It certainly is the
way to afford your own
little piece of heaven in a
prime part of the bush.

What are the drawbacks
of a self-catering game
lodge as an investment?
Logistics and equipping the
lodge was never a problem
as this is our game. The
climate is fairly harsh so
to have beautiful things
out there you do land
up replacing fairly often.
However, one does put

it down to normal wear
and tear as the lodge is
constantly busy.

Is Lodge23 still for sale?
It is indeed and it is looking
truly beautiful. The rain has
transformed the area and it
really is a piece of heaven.

“From the first
month that we
put it out there
for rental, it has
paid its way”

Sue Lederle, owner, Lodge 23

Lodge 23 is being sold
fully furnished, price on
application. Although
it is currently run as a
guesthouse, it can be
added to the rental
pool of the estate.
Enquiries to justin@
lederleholdings.co.za
Elephant Point is a
five-hour drive from
Johannesburg, a
60-minute drive from
Kruger Mpumalanga
International Airport
and a 40-minute drive
from Skukuza Airport.

